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Don Gutteridge'saim, as expressed in his preface, is to provide curricular
units for teachingCanadian literature in three levels of our school system. He
employs the terminology of Upper School (grades 12 or 13), Middle School
(grades Il or 12) and LowerSchool (grades 7 - 10 approximately), and suggests
the use of the generic model for the Upper Scl1001 (Chapter One), the thematic
modelfor the Middle School (Chapter Two) and the language arts model for the
LowerSchool (ChapterThree). The inclusion of the term "elementary school" in
the titleof the monograph is thus misleading, for althoughthe booktitlesand activities presented in Chapter Three can he used and adapted by teachersat the
upper elementary level (4-6), Gutteridge has by his own definition excluded the
elementary school from his design.
In his introductionto each chapter, Gutteridgedefines his model, states his
objectives, and outlineshis criteriafor the selection of resources. He furnishes a
suitable and varied list of core texts (foruse in classwith teacher guidance), and
complementary texts (for students' independent study and reporting). The
author's intention is to propose a practical modelto helpanswer the questionof
"how" Canadian literature is to he taught. He supplies sample outlines, sample
sets of overview questions, and a sample in-depth "teaching unit" on one novel
in each of his chapters, with suggestions for class, group, and independent student activities. The qualityof the in-depth unit varies from the probing and sensitivestudy of L. M. Montgomery's Anne of Green Gables in Chapter One, to
the effective but dry treatment of ClaudeAubry'sAgouhanna in Chapter Three,
and to the superficial and disappointing basal-reader type of outline for Alice
Munro's LivesofGirls and Women. The suggestions for complementary student
activities are on the wholestimulating, with emphasis on an integratedapproach
and stress here and elsewhere in the monograph on interpretive and critical
thinking.
Certain technical weaknesses are disconcerting: one is the organization of
the pages in two columns, each column6 centimeters across, whichdisruptsthe
reading flow; another is the use of quotation marks both for direct quotes from
the source text and for certain questions to he posed by the teacher.
A more notableweakness lies in the author's suggestion that one major approach he usedfor a year's duration. The generic model is not currently held to
he a major approach to analysis, either at the secondary or the CEGEP (in
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Quebec) or the universitylevel; even the thematic modelisconsidered to have its
limitations. The use of more than one approach during any one school year
seems then advisable. The language arts model which Gutteridge presents
sounds fresh and stimulating, however. It provides a comprehensive base and
assumes a cross-disciplinary approach.
A resource which should be used in conjunction with Gutteridge's
monograph is the Writer's Development Trust's seriesof ten guides, which deal
with topicssuch as Family Relationships, New Land/NewLanguage, Women in

Canadian Literature, TheNorth/Native Peoples, Coming ofAge in Canada, Action/Adventure, Quebec Literature in Translation. Gutteridge's work touches
briefly upon aIl these subjects. He also mentions historical perspective, insight
into the genesis of a literary work (Barie Bimey's comments on his writing of
"David") and comparative literature. (Light in the Forest by American author
Conrad Richter has "been includedto allowcomparisons to he made thematically with similar Canadian texts." Unfortunately no stylistic comparisons are
aimedat, or pursued.) However,the lengthof the monographprohibitsanything
more than a cursory glanee at these areas.
The creative teacher of Canadian literature willfind certain facets of Gutteridge'squasi-teaching kit helpful. Used as a complementary work in conjunction with other resources, these units willaid teachersin their continuingsearch
to discover, for and with their students, the vibrant core of Canadian literature.
Vicki Zack
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K. A. Hamilton (editor).
CANADA WRITES!
Toronto: The Writers' Union of Canada, 1977.
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A brief outline of the circumstances attending the conception and birth of
the Writers' Union of Canada provides the preface to this publication and introduces the reader to a galleryof Canadian literary talent. The Writers' Union
of Canada is a professional association for published writers whosemembership
stretchesfrom the Atlantic to the Pacifieand includes Canadian writerslivingin
the United States, France, Spain, and Germany. Originally the group came
together for the advancement of their common interests.
Bach of one hundred and ninety-twoauthors has submitted a photograph
and a bibliography; most have contributeda briefbiographyand a personalcomment or note. It is from the fascinating biographies, which reveal the
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